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Main Text:
In their Policy Forum “Balancing hydropower and biodiversity in the Amazon, Congo,
and Mekong“ (8 January p. 128-129), K.O. Winemiller et al. call for more ‘sophisticated and
holistic hydropower planning” in the Amazon, Congo and Mekong basins (1). This is indeed
incredibly important, because as it is now these very complex ecosystems are being managed in a
highly reductionist manner – a socio-environmental disaster is the natural future scenario of
current actions. In Tropical dams: To build or not to build?” (29 January p. 456), P. Fearnside
goes deeper in the matter by arguing that ‘it is essential to face whether such a massive dambuilding plan should exist’, given its large and fundamentally irreversible environmental and
social impacts and small regional benefits (2). With regards to the Amazon basin, the plan
includes dams or dam cascades in virtually all large and most medium-size rivers (1–3). We
think P. Fearnside poses a very important point that must not be overlooked, and here we present
an additional reason for reconsidering this massive dam-building plan in the Amazon: the threat
of putting Amazonian manatees (Trichechus inunguis) on a direct path to extinction in the wild.
Amazonian manatees are aquatic and range throughout lowland Amazon basin (4). In
typical droughts, the lowland basin transforms into disconnected and shallow water bodies, so
manatees take refuge in rias (naturally blocked river stretches) or large perennial lakes (5–7).
While migrating to or within refuges, they are commonly hunted. In extreme droughts, when
refuges become shallower, mass slaughtering occur – as in 1963, 2005 and 2010 (5, 6, pers.
obs.).
Once abundant (8), after 200 years of commercial slaughter this slow-breeding mammal
(9) suffered a population collapse (10) and is now vulnerable to extinction (4). Current threats
include habitat loss and degradation, climate change, increasing calf mortality and hunting that
sometimes involves new and sophisticated techniques (4).
If implemented, the massive dam-building plan would partition the species into many
small and confined populations. Each small population would suffer from inbreeding, loss of
evolutionary potential (11) and increased vulnerability to slaughter, especially during natural or

dam-induced extreme droughts. The dynamics of flooding would be substantially controlled by
the dams, and it is unreasonable to assume that biodiversity would be favored over energy
production in years of extreme droughts or floods. Overall, habitat deterioration would hugely
intensify (12), further impacting manatee survival. It is not hard to see that this would create a
perfect setting for pervasive local extinctions of the small and confined Amazonian manatee
populations. The natural outcome would be a second species-level population collapse, from
which recovery would be unlikely given that local socio-economic-environmental conditions will
also have deteriorated further.
The Amazon without the iconic Amazonian manatee is as the Arctic without Polar bears or
Savannas without African lions. The pursuit of economic growth by South America in general,
and Brazil in particular, should not come at the expense of the extinction of the Amazonian
manatee. More broadly, it is imperative and urgent to discuss ways of developing the region that
appreciate the myriad values (monetary and non-monetary) of one of the greatest natural
treasures that still exist on our planet.
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